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Membrane fusion is a process used by cells in a number of seemingly unrelated pro-
cesses. In cells, it is regulated by a set of fusion proteins present on the opposing fusing
membranes and, depending on environmental cues and system specifics, membrane
fusion can transit through certain fusion intermediates that are occasionally shared by
different fusion events. Due to the high complexity and dynamics, membrane fusion is
usually studied using reconstituted membrane models and fusion assays. Using these
systems and a combination of fluorescent probes, it is possible to assign changes in
fluorescence to the fusion reaction and to detect intermediates. Here, we critically
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review the most commonly used membrane models and how they are used in
resolving and quantifying fusion, comparing their main features and limitations.
Depending on the model and assays, it is possible to quantify fusion efficiency under
different conditions, extract mechanistic and kinetic parameters from fusion reactions,
determine the role of accessory factors and the molecular parameters that regulate
fusion.
1. Introduction

Cells execute a number of basic tasks that are necessary to their proper
function necessary to life. They sense, signal and respond to external and in-
ternal cues while undergoing shape remodeling for adaptation to the milieu.
One of the most striking and yet fundamental processes in cells, at the heart
of cellular sensing and response, is membrane fusion. This process occurs for
a variety of cellular compartments, such as internal organelles or the plasma
membrane. Membrane fusion is essential to many activities, which may
appear unrelated e the fusion of a sperm cells to an egg during fertilization,
the release of hormones into the bloodstream or neurotransmitters in the
synaptic cleft for neurotransmission, intracellular trafficking and signaling
via endo/lysosome fusion and wound healing, or the infection of cells by
enveloped viruses, to name a few [1e3]. The membranes involved in the
fusion process undergo massive shape transformations aided by cellular com-
ponents and fusion proteins located at the opposed, fusing membranes [4,5],
but also by the specific lipid molecules [6]. Although the outcomes might
seem rather distinct, these processes often share some of the molecular
requirements and may appear to transit through similar pathways [7,8].
On the molecular level, simulations have shown that there are multiple
pathways through which lipids rearrange in the course of fusion (e.g. splayed
lipids acting as cross-linkers between the adjacent membranes, poration of a
hemifused diaphragm, rim-pore expansion, stalk formation exhibited by a
small, disordered membrane patch formed by the two bilayers) [9e13].
However, these pathways are difficult, if not impossible, to resolve experi-
mentally and depending on the degree of sensitivity of the employed tech-
nique, may appear similar.

In order for membranes to fuse, they first must come into close contact
(Fig. 1). This implies overcoming the electrostatic, hydration and steric ef-
fects between the opposing lipid bilayers. This is followed by local bilayer
destabilization, a process that involves morphological deformations of the
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membrane and formation of non-bilayer intermediates, see e.g. Fig. 1B,C
for images obtained from molecular dynamic or coarse-grained simulations
[9,14]. The outer leaflets of the opposing membranes can mix forming a
lipid stalk, characterized by an hourglass morphology. The lipid stalk may
expand forming a hemifusion diaphragm. At this stage, the membranes
have hemifused, but the aqueous compartments are still separated by a single
bilayer. The hemifusion intermediate is favored by lipids that prefer to form
hexagonal phases such as phosphatidylethanolamine, and it has been exper-
imentally shown that these lipids are enriched in the highly curved stalk [15].
Finally, an aqueous fusion pore is formed, a region in the bilayer that
connects the aqueous compartments of the fusing bilayers and that is lined
by the lipid headgroups. In multicomponent systems, this intermediate
can be stabilized by lipids with positive spontaneous curvature. It is still
debatable whether in cells this structure is lined only by lipids or whether
proteins are also lining the pore [16,17], although the fusion pore can also
be formed in lipid-only membranes [18]. The fusion pore allows the mixing
of the inner leaflet lipids and the passage of certain hydrophilic molecules
provided they are smaller than the pore diameter [19]. The pore may close,
returning the membranes back to the stalk structure, or it may collapse, lead-
ing to the complete merging of the fusion membranes and their aqueous
compartments, resulting in full fusion [20,21]. Upon complete fusion,
both lipids and aqueous solutions are fully mixed, and the fused membranes
contain the sum of the lipid areas and volumes of the otherwise separate
membranes and compartments. In other words, fusion is accompanied by
increase in compartment size in area and volume [22].

Not surprisingly, membrane fusion in cells is a very complex process,
which requires an exquisite number of fusion drivers and regulatory proteins
that control its dynamics and transition through the fusion intermediates.
These players set the time, speed and location for fusion to occur. In
different cells and under different circumstances, membrane fusion may be
a rare or a frequent event and individual fusion events may be rather fast
or relatively slow. In extreme cases such as in neurons, fusion can be
completed in only a few milliseconds [23,24]. Therefore, due to the high
complexity and dynamics, membrane fusion is often studied using reconsti-
tuted systems using membrane fusion assays. Here, the role of individual or a
set of proteins, regulatory molecules or biophysical properties can be studied
separately, in well controlled conditions and each aspect can be potentially
manipulated with good spatial and temporal precision. These assays have
been proven very valuable in revealing and defining the molecular



Fig.1 Transition states in membrane fusion and different ways of membrane represen-
tation with increasing degree of molecular detail (sheet-like, coarse-grained and all-
atom). (A) Schematic presentation of the monolayers as smooth and bendable sheets
as described by the stalk hypothesis. Reprinted from Ref. [2]. Copyright (2003), with
permission from Elsevier. (B) Fusion event between a 28-nm-diameter vesicle and a
tense bilayer obtained from coarse-grained simulations. Only particles representing
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determinants as well as the physical properties that regulate and ultimately
lead to fusion. Here, we review the most popular assays used to study mem-
brane fusion. More specifically, we describe the main membrane models, the
assays principles of operation, the methods of detection, the type of
molecular, kinetic and physical information the specific assay is capable of
producing, and their advantages and limitations. Combined, they permit
the collection of mechanistic, kinetic, morphological and mechanical data
down to the level of a single interacting fusion partner.

2. Membrane models

Many cellular processes can be studied using biomimetic models.
With them, it is possible to reconstitute the necessary conditions of a given
process but without the interference of cellular factors that are only indi-
rectly involved. Not surprisingly, there are many membrane models
designed for a variety of applications. Their close resemblance with
biological membranes permits the study of membrane properties with the
advantage of easy control over the system. These properties can be modu-
lated by simply changing the composition of the membrane constituents
and the medium where the membranes are dispersed. Here, we briefly
review three of the most popular membrane models that are used on the
study of membrane fusion, namely (i) submicroscopic small and large unila-
mellar vesicles, (ii) giant unilamellar vesicles and (iii) supported lipid bilayers.
We briefly summarize the basic properties of each system and highlight their
features and limitations when used as models for membrane fusion.

2.1 Submicron liposomes
The membrane model that was presumably described first consisted of lipid
vesicles and vesicular aggregates reported decades ago by Bangham [25]. Due
to their closed vesicular structure, they were later called liposomes. These
=---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
groups of water molecules (purple) initially located inside the vesicle are shown. The
rare occurrence of a lipid spontaneously leaving the planar membrane and re-entering
it is visible in the first two snapshots. Reprinted from Ref. [9] by permission from
Springer Nature. Copyright (2005). (C) Top: Schematic drawing of vesicle fusionelipid
cross-linking, stalk initialization, and subsequent onset of stalk formation through lipid
flip-flop. Bottom: Time evolution of the fusion of a two-bilayer system mediated by cal-
cium (yellow dots) as obtained from all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. Repro-
duced from Ref. [14]. Copyright (2018) National Academy of Sciences.
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vesicles feature a number of different structures, and their nomenclature re-
fers to their size and complexity. Here, we focus on small and large unila-
mellar vesicles (SUVs and LUVs, respectively) - liposomes made of a
single lipid bilayer with sizes of w50 nm and w100 nm, respectively.
Due to their small size, they membranes are highly curved and they can
exhibit substantial membrane tension, which is pronounced in SUVs
rendering them less stable than LUVs. Vesicle size and structure can be easily
controlled depending on the preparation [26]. They comprise a lipid bilayer
with a hydrophobic core encapsulating an aqueous compartment, and there-
fore both hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials could be incorporated.
Within this size range, SUVs and LUVs are smaller than the resolution of
optical microscopy, and therefore they are not optically resolvable. For
this reason, most experiments using SUVs and LUVs are performed using
bulk, ensemble methods and spectroscopic techniques. More specifically,
scattering methods are classically used to study vesicle structure and proper-
ties in general [27]. Nevertheless, it is possible to fluorescently label these
vesicles using lipid analogs, or alternatively encapsulate water-soluble fluo-
rescent molecules in the lumen, and study those using fluorescence-based
techniques. More recently, super-resolution microscopy [28] and modern
microscopic approaches have enabled the detection of single vesicles with
fluorescence microscopy [29]. Membrane fusion assays rely on various
combinations of scattering and fluorescence-based techniques to study
fusion using SUVs and LUVs.

2.2 Giant unilamellar vesicles
Depending on the preparation method, it is possible to produce vesicles that
are large enough to be observed under the microscope. These vesicles are
called giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) when comprised of a single lipid
bilayer. Morphologically, they are similar to SUVs and LUVs, but are
much larger with sizes in the range of 10e100 mm. This enlarged size makes
them especially useful models because it allows the direct observation and
manipulation under the microscope [30e33], see also the detailed extended
collection of studies in Ref. [34]. Their large size is similar to that of cells and
they do not suffer from curvature effects associated with their smaller coun-
terparts e GUV membranes are flat at the molecular level. These features
make them very useful mimics of the plasma membrane. They can also
encapsulate lipid and water-soluble molecules, permitting easy fluorescence
microscopy experiments. GUVs are easily manipulated, and it is possible to
move them from one region to another (i.e. to bring them in contact with a
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target) using different micromanipulation techniques such as micropipettes,
optical trapping, electric fields [34]. Finally, GUVs permit exchange of the
external medium using microfluidic devices (i.e. to add or remove specific
components [35]). When performed under the microscope, experiments
with GUVs can be used to detect membrane responses such as budding,
tubulation, and stability and localization of domains, features that are
much more difficult (or often not even possible) with their smaller
counterparts. Furthermore, the amount of lipids used in GUV experiments
(typically sub-micromolar concentration) are orders of magnitude lower
compared to bulk experiments with LUVs and SUV (millimolar
concentrations).

2.3 Supported lipid bilayers
A rather different membrane model consists of flat bilayer patches formed on
a solid surface, termed supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). Their flat topology
makes them especially suitable with surface-sensitive techniques such as total
internal reflection microscopy (TIRF). Using TIRF, it is possible to achieve
high spatial resolution since excitation is confined to surface, especially
important when compared to relatively slow confocal microscopy imaging.
Therefore, SLBs are usually the model of choice for the detection of fast pro-
cesses that occur on a surface. However, the strong interactions with the
support imposes constraints to the membrane molecules (i.e. lipids), which
are subject to high friction. As a result, molecules in SLBs have a largely
reduced mobility or are even fully immobilized [36,37]. In general, the
SLB and the solid support are separated by a thin layer of water, limiting
the appropriate accommodation of large membrane proteins, which can
potentially cause protein denaturation, or the incorporation of lipids as
the membranes fuse. The strong interaction between the SLB and the sup-
port increases tension as well as sterically hinders the mobility of molecules
embedded in it. Some approaches to increase the spacing and decrease
interactions include the formation of the bilayer on a polymer functionalized
surface that functions as a “cushion”, which is shown to recover molecular
mobility to values similar to free-standing bilayers [38]. Another alternative
includes the spreading of a large patch of membranes on spaced pillars. The
membranes will be spread on areas that alternate between the pillar part and
the gap part of the pillar substrates, thus forming supported and free-standing
membranes regions [39]. This system is called pore-spanning membranes
(PSMs). Whereas the supported areas display the features of SLBs, the
behavior of lipid and protein molecules on the free-standing areas are
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very similar to that on GUVs. Novel systems include the formation of GUVs
where the whole membrane is supported by a fluid oil-water interface [40],
and future applications with this system are still to be reported.

3. Membrane fusogens

As previously mentioned, the fusion of two bilayer membranes
requires that these membranes come into close proximity in order to desta-
bilize their bilayer structure. The kinetic rates at which these processes occur
are governed by free energy barriers that reflect the underlying molecular
(re)arrangements. Fusion of lipid bilayers is strongly suppressed by high bar-
riers arising from effectively repulsive molecular forces. In cells, these energy
barriers are reduced locally by specialized proteins, thereby strongly
increasing the fusion rate in well-defined locations. The density of these
localized fusion events must be sufficiently low to preserve the overall stabil-
ity of the different membrane compartments. Indeed, if the free energy bar-
riers for fusion were reduced in a global manner, all cellular membranes
would merge and the cells would eventually collapse into a large membrane
blob, also fusing with other cells, a situation clearly incompatible with life.
Therefore, there must exist a trigger, or a fusogenic cue that brings opposing
membranes in contact for fusion. Anything that triggers fusion of lipid bila-
yers is called a fusogen, and nature has created a few of them. In biology,
fusion is mediated by a complementary set of proteins located in the
opposing membranes destined to fusion. In cells, the most popular fusogenic
molecules are a protein family termed SNAREs (soluble N-ethylmaleimide
sensitive fusion attachment protein receptors) [41]. Other substances not
present in cells can also be fusogenic, such as the fusion proteins present
on the surface of enveloped viruses [3], or synthetic molecules.

There are a number of cues that drive membrane fusion. They include
certain cell-penetrating peptides [14], some polymers [42], ions [43], and
physical stimuli such as electric field [44]. In general, the fusogens induce
membrane fusion by similar pathways transiting through the same interme-
diate steps found in cells, although they might largely differ in dynamics.
Polymers and ions decrease the energy barrier for fusion by reducing the hy-
dration layer between the opposing membranes [42]. Ions with strong mem-
brane affinity confer electrostatic charge to the membranes that favors
interaction, but they also increase tension through membrane condensing
effects [45], which is known to facilitate fusion [9,46]. Similarly, membranes
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can be rendered charged by the inclusion of charged lipids, whereby fusion is
promoted by electrostatic interactions [47]. One of the few exceptions to the
pathways of fusion is electroporation. When membranes in contact are elec-
troporated and the pores on the opposing membranes are formed in the
same area, the membranes fuse directly, “skipping” the other fusion inter-
mediates. Therefore, there are different ways of fusing membranes, and
different membrane models that could be used to study membrane fusion.
In general, any fusogen could be used with any membrane model with
few exceptions, and the choice of the fusogen and the model system will
depend on the degree of complexity and the questions to be answered.

4. Detecting membrane fusion with reconstituted
systems: working principle
Having introduced the main features of the most popular membrane
fusion systems, we now describe how these systems are used as assays to study
membrane fusion. Although these assays often vary substantially in their de-
tails, they mostly combine the following two features: (i) the use of synthetic
or natural lipid vesicles as one (or both) of the fusion components, and (ii)
detection of fusion using fluorescence or scattering signal as a readout.
The lipid vesicles fuse with other vesicles or with planar bilayers. Depending
on the topology and size of the fusing membranes, they are typically meant
to mimic intracellular vesicles fusing with other vesicles or with the plasma
membrane. In their simplest form, the membranes contain only lipids. More
complex membranes contain additional components, or are derived from
biological membranes.

Most fusion assays rely on fluorescence as a reporter of membrane fusion.
For some dyes, one employs the effect that at high concentration the dyes
exhibit (self-)quenching as a result of reabsorption processes from a neigh-
boring dye molecule. This process is reversible, and dye dilution results in
increase in fluorescence. For vesicles containing self-quenching concentra-
tions of dyes, fusion leads to reduction of quenching and the fluorescence
increases as the molecules redistribute into the new membranes or get
diluted in the new aqueous compartment. This is valid for both lipid analogs
present in the membrane or water-soluble dyes encapsulated in the aqueous
compartments of vesicles, which will report lipid mixing and content mix-
ing, respectively. Typically, self-quenching concentration of dye analogs in
the membrane is above w5 mol% of total lipid, whereas the concentration
of encapsulated water-soluble dyes is higher thanw50 mM. Conversely, the
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experiments can be performed in the presence of a fluorescence quencher.
Depending on the location of the dye and the quencher, fusion will result in
fluorescence increase or decrease. Consider a situation where one liposomal
population contains the dye, whereas the other population contains the
quencher. In that case, fusion will result in fluorescence quenching and a
reduction in intensity. On the other hand, if both the dye and the quencher
are present in one liposomal population and the second population contains
a molecule that chelates the quencher, fusion will result in an increase in
fluorescence because the quencher will be sequestered, thus relieving the
dye fluorescence. Usually, experiments with fluorescence quenchers are
performed using dye concentrations below self-quenching regimes. Fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer (FRET) represents a variant of this method, in
which the quencher is a fluorescent dye itself. Depending on the localization
of the donor and the acceptor FRET molecules, fusion can result in increase
or decrease in donor or acceptor fluorescence after fusion. The magnitude
and speed of changes in fluorescence are used to obtain mechanistic and ki-
netics information. It is important to mention that quenching is a non-linear
process, and this should be taken into account when used to obtain quanti-
tative data from fusion processes. It is also possible to perform the experi-
ments using lower (non-quenching) dye concentrations. In this case,
fusion does not result in an increase in fluorescence, but simply to the trans-
fer of the dye to the non-labeled membrane population (the signal in this
case, might be low and comparable to noise levels). Fluorescence can also
be detected by other fluorescent methods, such as anisotropy, and fluores-
cence lifetime. The principle consists in detecting the associated changes
of the respective parameter upon membrane fusion. For example, in the
self-quenching regime or in the presence of a quencher, fluorescence life-
time is shortened. After fusion, dilution will result in longer fluorescence
lifetime of the donor and this can similarly be used as an indication of fusion.

Depending on how fluorescence changes, it is possible to detect a num-
ber of fusion intermediates. Mixing membranes in fusogenic conditions and
detecting the changes in the fluorescence signal (i.e. intensity, lifetime,
FRET, anisotropy) can be performed spectroscopically in a cuvette or
directly under the microscope. Consider a situation where one of the fusing
membranes contains both lipid and content markers both at self-quenching
concentrations. When the membranes are in contact and the contact zone is
small, membrane docking will be difficult to detect as there is no molecular
exchange, and thus no dye dilution (Fig. 2A). Hence, if the assay relies sim-
ply on fluorescence changes, such as those based on spectroscopic methods,
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Fig.2 Detection of membrane fusion intermediates. (A) Sketch of two docked vesicles,
one of which encapsulates water-soluble dye (light blue) and its membrane is labeled
with a fluorescent dye (yellow), whereby both dyes are at self-quenching concentra-
tions. (B) Hemifusion results in dequenching of the membrane dye leading to a stron-
ger signal from the originally labeled vesicle (red) and the transfer of membrane dye to
the non-labeled vesicle (yellow). (C) If then a fluorescence quencher is added externally
(stars), only the lipids in the outer leaflet are quenched. (D) Full fusion results in a larger
vesicle with brighter membrane (red) and brighter interior (blue). (E, F) Vesicle docking
and hemifusion as observed by electron microscopy; scale bars correspond to 25 nm.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [133]. (G) Typical fluorescence signal changes
associated with membrane fusion, see text for detail. Adapted from Ref. [52]. Copyright
(1998), with permission from Elsevier.
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docking will not be detectable. It is, nevertheless, possible to detect docking
using microscopy. If both populations are labeled with a FRET pair, dock-
ing will result in co-localized fluorescence without changes in FRET [48].
Alternatively, docking can be detected by electron microscopy, in which
case the contact area will contain a double bilayer (Fig. 2E) [49]. It is also
possible to detect docking more indirectly using dynamic light scattering
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of LUV suspensions. Interacting vesicles will form larger aggregates than sin-
gle vesicles. If two vesicles dock, their size will be the sum of the diameters of
the individual vesicles plus the hydration layer [50]. Note that the last two
methods do not require fluorescence labeling. As an alternative, confocal
microscopy observation of GUV suspension would provide a direct
evidence for docking visualized by adhesion of vesicles in contact [51]
whereby a relatively flat contact zone forms if the vesicles are deflated.

If hemifusion takes place, the outer leaflets of the fusing bilayers will mix,
but the inner leaflets will not. This results in some degree of dequenching of
the lipid dyes and an increase in membrane fluorescence (Fig. 2B). Howev-
er, in LUV-based assays it is usually not possible to ascribe the small changes
in fluorescence to hemifusion or to some degree of full fusion (or a combi-
nation of both) e note that much hemifusion and some degree of full fusion
will both produce similar dequenching. For this reason, another approach is
usually used to discriminate between hemifusion and full-fusion. The addi-
tion of a water-soluble and membrane impermeable fluorescent quencher to
the vesicle suspension is used to check for inner leaflet mixing: only the
fluorescent dyes present in the outer leaflet will be quenched [52]. Upon
hemifusion, lipid dyes from the outer leaflet are diluted and fluorescence
increases. After the addition of the quencher, hemifusion is detected as
the fluorescence decreases to levels before fusion because all the dyes that
contributed to the increase in fluorescence will be quenched (Fig. 2C).
Conversely, if mixing of the inner leaflet lipids occurs as well, the addition
of quencher will decrease fluorescence byw half, since inner leaflet lipids
will be protected. Using electron microscopy, the interacting portion of
the hemifused membrane will consist of a single bilayer, and the fusing ves-
icles will have an hour-glass shape (Fig. 2F). The assays can be applied for
GUV-GUV hemifusion as well [51].

If a fusion pore opens but does not expand, the inner leaflets will mix but
this would not necessarily mean that the membranes have fully merged. In
that case, the interpretation from the inner leaflet mixing assay using a lipid
quencher may be erroneous. The detection of full fusion is done by encap-
sulating a self-quenched water-soluble dye in one vesicle population and
detecting dequenching by dilution e content mixing (Fig. 2D) [53].
Upon full fusion, both the lipid and the content signal must increase.
However, care should be taken because vesicle rupture, which may be quite
common depending on the experimental conditions, will also result in an
increase in fluorescence due to leakage and could be erroneously interpreted
as signal from full fusion. One way to circumvent this is by performing
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content mixing in the presence of a fluorescent quencher in the outside
medium, in which leakage will not produce an increase in fluorescence.
Alternatively, detecting both lipid and content mixing might be more infor-
mative. And of course, observations on GUV samples can directly show
whether vesicle rupture occurs.

5. Membrane fusion systems

Above, we have described how the changes in fluorescence of the
dyes present in the membrane or encapsulated into the aqueous core report
the fusion process. These concepts are general and applicable to membranes
of any topology (vesicles, planar membranes, cells). Below, we describe the
different fusion assays that use the concepts above to study membrane fusion.
We classify the various fusion assays into (i) bulk/ensemble assays, (ii) single-
vesicle assays and (iii) GUV-based assays, and summarize the type of infor-
mation that can be obtained with each of them. We will often use the
term “fusion efficiency”, which is a measure of the degree of membrane
fusion in a specific assay, occasionally compared to a control where the signal
is maximal. Because the definition of the term varies with the used assay and
is not always well defined, it might only indirectly refer to fusion efficiency
hindering cross-comparisons between the used assays.

5.1 Liposome ensemble assays
The year 1998 witnessed a hallmark in the field of membrane fusion, when
Weber et al. demonstrated that only three proteins were sufficient to trigger
membrane fusion. They were termed the minimal machinery responsible for
membrane fusion [52]. Instead of using genetic manipulations of cells,
they reconstituted complementary SNARE proteins into two populations
of small liposomes. When mixed, SNARE-reconstituted liposomes were
shown to fuse without the need of additional catalyst or other components,
grounding the foundations of fusion systems based on reconstituted proteins.
Although this is an outstanding example of the use of reconstituted assays to
simulate in vivo processes, the fusion assay used by the researchers was in fact
reported much earlier [54e57]. The assay employed FRET-based
dequenching, where one liposomal population contained a FRET pair,
namely lipid analogs conjugated with N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-
yl) (NBD) and rhodamine (Rh), as the donor and acceptor, respectively.
Fig. 2G shows the time trace in a typical experiment. Upon fusion, the
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dyes are diluted in the non-labeled liposomal population, dequenching
NBD fluorescence. Similarly to the situation in vivo, at low temperature
SNARE proteins do not promote fusion, and docked intermediates accu-
mulate (although resolving docking is not feasible since there is no associated
change in fluorescence). Raising the temperature results in SNARE-medi-
ated membrane fusion, thus leading to an increase in donor fluorescence
(Fig. 2G). Pre-incubation of SNARE vesicles at 4 �C improves the extent
and speed of fusion compared to direct incubation at physiological temper-
ature because docked intermediates accumulate, thus suggesting that dock-
ing, not fusion is rate limiting. At the end of the experiment, the vesicles are
solubilized by detergents to obtain the maximum possible increase in NBD
fluorescence.

Regardless of the location of the dye, whether in the membrane or
encapsulated into the aqueous core, the increase in intensity is only partial,
as the dilution from labeled to non-labeled vesicles is not infinite. Note in
Fig. 2G that vesicle solubilization by detergent results in additional
dequenching. In these experiments, the increase in fluorescence due to
fusion is normalized to the maximum possible fluorescence after detergent
solubilization. Although this can be very informative when comparing
different fusion conditions, this approach measures fusion efficiency only
indirectly, and the quantification of how much membrane (i.e. how
many vesicles) has been involved in fusion cannot be obtained.

More specifically, the experiments discussed above show that SNARE
proteins reconstituted in liposomes lead to membrane merging, however,
with very slow dynamics compared to in vivo fusion, which is on the order
of milliseconds. In addition, fusion in cells is controlled by regulatory pro-
teins, such as the calcium sensor protein synaptotagmin (syt). Thus, two
main aspects of fusion, namely fusion speed and control, were still to be
demonstrated using reconstituted systems. Tucker et al. addressed the latter
by co-reconstitution of syt in SNARE liposomes. Syt enhances both fusion
extent and speed in the presence of calcium, whereas it suppresses fusion in
the absence of the divalent ions [58]. Thus, syt alone functions as a calcium
sensor that regulates membrane fusion. These results were specific to syt and
calcium; disruption of the calcium-binding domains abolishes syt stimulation
of fusion. In addition, syt-based increase in fusion depends on negatively-
charged lipids; increasing the fraction of PS in the membrane enhances
syt-mediated fusion.

Other liposomal ensemble experiments have clarified many of the roles
of SNAREs and accessory fusion proteins on different processes associated
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with membrane fusion. They include resolving the number of SNARE
molecules required to drive fusion [59], how accessory proteins regulate
SNARE-mediated fusion [60], and fusion intermediates [61], the role of
lipid geometry on fusion [62,63], the demonstration that SNARE fusion in-
volves leaky intermediates [64], to mention a few. Although these studies
may differ in the type of process they address, they all have in common
that fusion was assessed from lipid mixing. Lipid mixing is a required but
it is not a sufficient indicator for full fusion and therefore, experiments
with content mixing are required. Reports with content mixing are much
rarer compared to lipid mixing. In one of them, Nikel et al. used comple-
mentary DNA oligonucleotides encapsulated inside two individual
liposomal populations [65]. One of the DNAs was labeled with radioactive
33P isotope and its complement was labeled with biotin. After fusion,
SNARE-reconstituted liposomes were solubilized by detergents, DNA
was immobilized on a streptavidin-coated surface and full fusion was assessed
from radioactive signal. They found that SNAREs alone suffice for full
fusion. Not surprisingly, given the use of radiation, this approach is not
very popular. More frequently, content mixing is probed using dequenching
of encapsulated water-soluble dyes. Using Tbþ3/DPA as a dye/quencher re-
porter, Dennison et al. showed that SNAREs alone do not promote full
fusion, in contrast to the findings as above [66]. Instead, full fusion was
demonstrated only after addition of high concentrations of PEG. Apart
from the deficiencies of the assays, these results suggest that in cells, full
fusion likely requires additional proteins, since SNAREs alone do not pro-
mote full fusion or they do so very slowly. A more recent study addressed
the issue above by encapsulating sulforhodamine in one liposomal popula-
tion at self-quenching concentrations. SNARE-mediated fusion driving
content mixing was observed by sulforhodamine dequenching, and this
was promoted by the regulatory Munc18c protein [67]. Variations of these
assays exist, and include the use of two content markers that form a FRET
pair, where fusion is detected by the changes in FRET upon content mixing
[62]. The use of additional dyes has permitted the detection of lipid and con-
tent mixing in the same experiment, which is very important because fusion
intermediates could be simultaneously detected in the same fusing popula-
tion. Using this approach, Liu et al. confirmed that SNARE-mediated
membrane fusion is aided by accessory proteins [68].

Although ensemble assays have proven very useful to unravel many
aspects of membrane fusion, they have significant limitations. First, self-
quenching is not necessarily a linear process. Second, the degree of fusion
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(usually defined as the degree of dequenching) is typically compared to the
maximum possible dequenching signal upon vesicle solubilization by deter-
gents whereby the probe can be diluted to different concentration levels; in
other words, it is simply an indirect estimation that is sensitive to the exper-
imental conditions (i.e. liposome or dye concentration). Third, the rate of
fluorescence increase, used to determine fusion kinetics, often displays com-
plex behavior, and thus the extraction of quantitative data is not always
straightforward. Fourth, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to decouple
the role of fusion intermediates on kinetics when trying to pinpoint for
the rate-limiting steps. Fifth, as an ensemble assay, the data is convoluted
over thousands to millions of fusion events, and the data obtained are
average out over the whole population. As a result, individual short-lived
or rare events and lost. Sixth, it is also difficult to achieve fast and controlled
mixing of the fusing partners using populations of liposomes in a cuvette,
usually performed manually, and detect the onset of (lipid or content) mix-
ing before any fusion has occurred. Seventh, often leakage of the liposomes
can occur, and because of contacts and/or changes in membrane tension can
be interpreted as fusion signal. Lastly, the assay is insensitive to many fusion
intermediates, requiring additional tests to check for the type of intermedi-
ate, such as a separate inner leaflet mixing test to distinguish lipid mixing
only from content mixing. The development of new assays that are able
to directly detect and resolve single fusion events came to circumvent these
limitations. Advances in microscopy imaging, sample preparation and
handling as well as imaging processing have enabled the detection of the
fusion processes that occur on a single-vesicle level with millisecond time
resolution.

5.2 Single-vesicle fusion assays
Advances in fluorescence microscopy enables direct observations of single
vesicles. This brings several important advantages for studying membrane
fusion when compared to ensemble assays. It is possible to directly observe
the fusing species and their association with regulatory factors to detect
individual behavior, and thus group species into distinct populations, which
is especially important for heterogeneous systems. Furthermore, membrane
intermediates can be directly resolved. The general principle of detecting the
fusion of a single vesicle with another membrane consists of labeling lipid
vesicles with fluorescent dyes and the detection of fusion using fluorescence
microscopy. As with bulk assays, the vesicles can be labeled at their mem-
brane or their aqueous interior (or both) to study lipid and content mixing,
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respectively. In general, one of the fusing species (membrane) is immobi-
lized, whereas the other one is free to diffuse, bind and fuse to the immobile
target membrane. Two main approaches for single-vesicle fusion employ (i)
vesicle fusion to a supported lipid bilayer or, (ii) vesicle fusion to vesicles
immobilized on a surface. The majority of studies based on these approaches
employ LUVs and SUVs. In the following subsections, we will refer to them
simply as vesicles unless studies with giant vesicles are described. Synthetic as
well as natural vesicles derived from cells can be used. Direct observation of
fusion events in real time permits distinguishing fusion from other
competing membrane processes such as vesicle aggregation and leakage,
which are only indirectly assessed with ensemble assays.

5.2.1 Single-vesicle fusion with a planar membrane
Individual vesicles can fuse to a planar membrane, either supported on a sur-
face or free-standing. The planar membrane is the “acceptor” for incoming
fusion of “donor” vesicles and this configuration mimics the curvatures
found in the fusion of intracellular vesicles with the plasma membrane.
Often, the immobilized membrane is also labeled so as its position and fusion
site can be precisely located. A quality control test is often employed to
check membrane homogeneity and fluidity by photobleaching a small
segment of the membrane. Fast and full recovery validates its quality [69].
The way membrane fluorescence changes relate to membrane fusion and
its intermediates depending on the labeling scheme. The arrival and docking
of the mobile fluorescent vesicle are seen as the appearance of a fluorescent,
diffraction-limited spot (Fig. 3). If the fluorescence does not change with
time, it means that the vesicle is simply docked at the membrane and does
not proceed to fusion nor detaches. If the membrane and/or content is
labeled at quenching conditions, fusion results in dye dequenching and a
burst in fluorescent is observed (Fig. 3B). Afterward, the fluorescence signal
decreases as the dyes diffuse away from the fusion site. If vesicles are labeled
at non self-quenching concentration, fluorescence also decreases over time
due to spreading of the fluorescent molecules but without a burst in the
signal (Fig. 3C). Hemifusion is characterized by the increase in fluorescence
signal of membrane dyes at self-quenching concentration that stays constant
at this higher value. In this case, there is no change in signal from the vesicle
interior. If the membrane is labeled at no self-quenching, the membrane
signal decreases at nearly half of its initial fluorescence.

Using single-vesicle fusion, it was indeed shown that membrane fusion is
a fast process that takes place within a few milliseconds after docking, as



Fig.3 Outcomes of fusion of a small vesicle (LUV) and a supported lipid bilayer (SLB). (A)
The vesicle contains a fluorescent lipid analog (red) and encapsulates a content marker
(blue). The SLB to which the vesicle will fuse is represented in black. (B) Vesicle arrival
and docking are observed as the appearance of a diffraction-limited spot (snapshots 1
and 2). If the vesicle is labeled (at the membrane or its interior) at self-quenching
concentration, fusion results in a fluorescence bursting due to dequenching and the
fluorescence vanishes as the molecules diffuse away. If label is not at self-quenching
concentration, fusion results in simple decrease and diffusion of the fluorescence, as
shown in (C). For B and C, the upper and mid rows represent signal from the vesicle
and its brightness, whereas the bottom row shows the temporal changes in fluores-
cence. Adapted with permission from Ref. [134]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical
Society.
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probed both by lipid [70] and content mixing [71]. This finding showcases a
very important advantage of the assay, and suggests that lipid mixing (or
more rarely content mixing) is not the rate limiting step of fusion, as later
demonstrated for SNARE liposomes [72]. This helps to explain why prein-
cubating SNARE liposomes at non-physiological temperature increases
lipid mixing [52]. A limitation of the method is that the membranes are
in close contact with the support. This creates a very narrow gap of only
a few nanometers between the membrane and the support that, (i) hinders
the accommodation of lipids from the fusing vesicle, as well as (ii) the release
of the content marker within this gap after fusion, and (iii) makes it practi-
cally impossible to control the membrane tension.

Some of the limitations above have been addressed by using a polymer
cushion between the membrane and the support, thus increasing the gap
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and decreasing the interactions. Rawle et al. ruptured giant vesicles with
functionalized DNA onto a substrate functionalized with DNA of comple-
mentary antisense sequence, creating aw8 nm gap between the bilayer and
the solid surface [73]. Fusion (lipid and content mixing) was demonstrated
for LUVs encapsulating self-quenching concentration of calcein. Analytical
analysis of fluorescence dequenching confirmed the fluorescence bursting
events are a result of content mixing rather than vesicle rupture above the
bilayer. The DNA-mediated fusion had, nevertheless, a very low fusion ef-
ficiency, with onlyw6% of docked LUVs undergoing full fusion. Later on,
the authors hypothesized that having a DNA anchor that spans both leaflets
might increase full fusion efficiency since the hybridized DNA would not
diffuse away upon hemifusion, which presumably arrests most fusion events
of DNA spanning one bilayer in the hemifusion state. This was confirmed
by using DNA anchored by solanesol, a molecule long enough to span
the whole bilayer [74]. Incorporation of solanesol increased the fraction of
content mixing to w10%.

Fusion assays have also been used to characterize viral fusion. Enveloped
viruses contain the viral particles enclosing the viral genome inside a bilayer
envelope. It is only after fusion of the envelope with the target membrane
that viruses release their content inside cells. A real-time influenza virus
fusion with supported lipid bilayers formed on a polymer cushion revealed
detailed kinetic intermediates for the hemifusion and fusion pore formation
[75]. Influenza virus particles labeled at the lipid envelope and in its interior
were immobilized in a microfluidic chamber that allows fast and complete
solution exchange. Fusion was triggered by lowering the pH, which can
also be accomplished by proton uncaging [76]. The pH change can be
monitored by the changes in fluorescence of a pH-sensitive dye attached
to the bilayer. SLB functionalized with ganglioside receptors enable virus
binding. Later single-virus experiments showed that fusion kinetics (lipid
mixing) is not influenced by receptor binding, and that binding does not
produce receptor clustering [77]. Hemifusion was detected as the dequench-
ing of a fluorescent lipid analog present in the virus envelope, and pore for-
mation was detected from the release of the content dye. Kinetic
information of the transition between fusion intermediates was obtained
by computing the lag time between pH drop and hemifusion or full fusion
for each virus particle. The analysis showed that the hemifusion is the rate-
limiting step. Subsequent single-particle experiments further characterized
the dynamics of fusion protein conformations that drive influenza virus
fusion [78]. This assay also unraveled the ability of antibodies to stop viral
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infection. The number of bound antibodies (Ab) to a single virion can be
directly measured and it was used to determine the stoichiometry required
to inhibit fusion (and hence infection) [79]. The number of bound Ab suf-
ficient to inhibit fusion differs from different viral strains and the type of Ab,
and vary from w30 to 200 Ab/viral particle. In all cases, fusion is inhibited
below saturation of the viral binding sites.

Vesicle fusion with supported bilayers formed on a polymer substrate
demonstrated experimentally that membrane tension favors fusion [46].
Membrane tension on supported bilayers formed on a PDMS substrate
was controlled by polymer stretching using a microfluidic chamber and
was measured as the changes in area upon polymer stretching. Tension
was found to increase the probability of membrane fusion, but this increase
was not monotonic. While there seemed to exist a threshold above which
fusion is promoted, additional increase in tension did not favor fusion
further. Fusion efficiency was defined by the authors as the changes in fluo-
rescence from the bilayer before vesicle addition to the condition after
vesicle addition. Such measurements are semiquantitative; while they give
information about fusion efficiency, it is not possible to quantify the number
of fused vesicles, or conversely, how much membrane has been transferred.
FRAP data confirmed the insertion of vesicle lipids in the membrane via
fusion, but the measured diffusion was much lower than that found on
free-standing bilayers due to the strong interaction of bilayer lipids with
the substrate. Due to strong adhesion, a “tension-free state” was not acces-
sible. Moreover, tension was not precisely assessed, although measuring the
tension increments from the non-stressed state was feasible. Ideally, such ex-
periments should be performed with free-standing bilayers (i.e. GUVs) in
conditions where actual tension values can be measured, and if possible,
controlled. Indeed, this is in principle possible using micropipette aspiration,
although to the best of our knowledge, this has not been done yet.

It is also possible to minimize the interaction of membranes with a solid
substrate by using a free-standing flat bilayer. Using pore-spanning mem-
branes (PSMs), Kuhlmann et al. demonstrated the fusion of SNARE-recon-
stituted liposomes to the supported and free-standing areas of the PSM [80].
Vesicles bound to the pore-spanning part of the bilayer are fully mobile,
whereas those bound to the substrate-bound part are immobilized. The
authors explained the latter behavior as vesicle trapping by immobile
SNARE proteins that are bound to the underlying support. Diffusing vesi-
cles that move into the supported regions also become immobilized. After
correcting for the docking probability and immobilization on the pore
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rim, the probability of fusion is reduced by a factor of 2 in the free-standing
regions, which was interpreted as being a result of higher SNARE concen-
trations in the supported regions due to immobilization. Relatively similar
results were found with chromaffin granules fusing to PSMs [81].
5.2.2 Single-vesicle fusion with immobilized vesicles
In this assay, the incoming vesicles will fuse with other vesicles that are
immobilized on a substrate (Fig. 4A). The immobilized vesicles are seen as
static diffraction-limited spots. Typically, this assay is performed using
FRET signal rather than simple changes in fluorescence intensity, which fa-
cilitates resolving the type of interactions the vesicles undergo. The vesicles
are imaged at different wavelengths (different fluorescent channels) and the
FRET signal is detected as the appearance of the acceptor fluorescence upon
donor excitation (blue lines in Fig. 4B), whereas the incoming vesicle can be
detected upon direct acceptor excitation (red line in Fig. 4B). If the FRET
donor and acceptor are located on different membranes, docking would
result in fluorescence co-localization with little or no changes in FRET
(Fig. 4B). Upon hemifusion, an increase in FRET to an intermediate value
is observed. If a water-soluble dye is also present, its fluorescence will remain
constant as there is no content mixing. Full-fusion results in an increase in
FRET to a higher level and this is followed by an increase in content mixing.
The use of a content reporter (retained in the vesicle) inherently reports
membrane integrity before and upon fusion, and thus it could be directly
Fig.4 Outcomes of fusion of a small vesicle (LUV) with another one immobilized to a
substrate. (A) Representation of the arrival of a fusing donor vesicle (blue) with an
acceptor vesicle (red) that is immobilized on a substrate. (B) Vesicles can be detected
by direct excitation of their respective dyes (first three rows), whereas the fusion
intermediates are detected by changes in FRET (fourth and fifth rows). Adapted with
permission from Ref. [134]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
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checked whether fusion proceeds without membrane leakage. Therefore,
the use of multiple dyes in combination with FRET allows to resolve mem-
brane fusion intermediates in real time, to resolve the onset of fusion activa-
tion and to detect possible changes in membrane integrity that are associated
to fusion.

This single vesicle-vesicle fusion assay was first reported by Yoon et al.
[82] and later became one of the most popular single-vesicle fusion assays
due to its simplicity and power. Single vesicles are immobilized to a support
via ligand receptor interactions (i.e. biotin and streptavidin) and hundreds or
thousands of individual diffraction-limited spots from vesicles are observed
in a single field. In comparison to vesicle-SLB fusion, vesicle-vesicle fusion
has the advantage that the fusing pair does not diffuse away from the field of
view, and thus they could be observed for infinite amount of time. In Yoon
et al., liposomes were reconstituted with yeast SNAREs, proteins that drive
constitutive membrane fusion [82]. The authors were able to resolve for the
first time, hemifusion, flickering of the fusion pore and to obtain kinetic data
from the transition between fusion intermediates, as well as resolve the pop-
ulation fraction of vesicles that had undergone fusion. They were able to
assign the measured FRET values to a fusion intermediate. This study paved
the way for more complex single-vesicle membrane fusion studies. Using
this assay, the same group characterized the role of the calcium-sensor syt
on membrane fusion [83] and the regulatory role of complexin in
SNARE-mediated membrane fusion [84]. Complexin was shown to
enhance fusion of SNARE vesicles in the presence of syt and calcium,
whereas it inhibits fusion with SNAREs alone [84]. Later, they combined
the changes in FRET associated with lipid mixing to the use of a content
mixing indicator for constitutive and regulated fusion. Whereas yeast
SNAREs drive full fusion on their own [85], neuronal SNAREs alone
trigger mainly hemifusion, and the rate of (hemi)fusion is much lower
than in the presence of the regulatory proteins [86]. Further regulation of
fusion is provided by complexin that aids the opening and expansion of
the fusion pore [87].

5.2.3 Other single-vesicle systems
There are variations of the vesicle-flat membranes and the vesicle-vesicle
fusion systems that are difficult to be classified into the definitions above.
Early single-vesicle systems were based on the fusion of single liposomes
(LUVs) with black lipid membranes (BLM) - a lipid bilayer suspended on
a hole on a Teflon spacer that separates two aqueous compartments [88].
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The fusion assay consists of detecting the changes in fluorescence and
conductance from fusing lipid vesicles added to one side of the BLM (the
cis side). Membrane interaction/adhesion is promoted by Ca2þ ions, and
fusion is triggered by osmotic gradient [89]. The vesicles contain quenching
concentrations of a fluorescent marker, and fluorescence bursting is an indi-
cation of lipid mixing. The vesicles also contain a porin molecule, whose
insertion into the BLM upon full-fusion results in a detectable increase in
conductance, which is used to detect content mixing. This method has
the advantage that regulatory molecules could be easily added on either
side of the fusing membranes, which is not feasible with other approaches.
The addition of lipids with specific geometry on different membrane sides
demonstrated how fusion intermediates are modulated by lipid geometry
[89].

Single vesicle-vesicle fusion assays can also be performed without the
need of vesicle immobilization. In that case, the fusing partners will be
diffusing in solution. Vesicle diffusion and the changes in FRET associated
with membrane fusion and fusion intermediates can be detected using fluo-
rescence correlation and cross correlation spectroscopy (FCS and FCCS,
respectively). The principle consists of detecting bursts in fluorescence
from vesicles diffusing in and out of the confocal spot. FCS and FCCS
also use FRET in order to detect fusion intermediates. Non interacting
vesicles would diffuse unhindered and display the fastest diffusion. Docked
vesicles would show cross correlation as they diffuse together, but without
changes in FRET. Hemifused vesicles will also display co-diffusion, but
FRET will increase. In both cases, diffusion will be slowed down due to
the larger complex size. Full fused vesicles will display a higher FRET value.
This approach was used to characterize the evolution of fusion for SNARE-
reconstituted liposomes from docking at early incubation times, to fusion at
later times [90]. In their assay, the authors also used fluorescence lifetime to
characterize fusion. Due to FRET, fluorescence of FRET donors in the
fused vesicles display a shorter lifetime. They also showed that liposome
curvature (size) affects the rate of lipid mixing but not the rate of vesicle
docking. A similar approach was used to characterize the role of the lipid
PIP2 on the fusion of SNARE vesicles under the regulation of syt1 and cal-
cium [91]. The authors demonstrated that without calcium, syt1 increases
the docking rate by three orders of magnitude by binding the SNARE com-
plex and PIP2. Another study showed that the a-synuclein oligomers, but
not monomers, efficiently inhibits SNARE-mediated membrane fusion
(lipid mixing) by preventing SNARE complex formation [92]. All the
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examples above make use of lipid mixing as a fusion readout, whereas
content mixing is still to be demonstrated.

5.2.4 Outlook: single-vesicle studies
In summary, by allowing direct observation of individual particles, single-
vesicle assays have the power to resolve the fate of the fusing membranes
under the control of regulatory factors. The use of multiple fluorescent
probes in different locations (membrane partners or aqueous compartments),
in combination with different techniques, allows the detection of fusion in-
termediates and kinetic transitions that are not possible with ensemble
methods. Because the interactions are observed in real time, there is no
need for synchronization. Rare events are detectable and different popula-
tions can be readily identified. The need for immobile samples facilitates im-
aging and analysis, but more recent approaches also permit the detection of
fusion without immobilization, although the demonstration of content mix-
ing are still to be shown. The next step would be not only to detect mem-
brane fusion and its intermediates and binding partners, as well as their role
in the kinetics of fusion, but also to externally control and measure the
changes in mechanical properties that are associated with fusion but inacces-
sible with sub-diffraction-limited vesicles due to their small size.

5.3 Giant vesicle fusion assays
The single-vesicle fusion assays reported in the previous section are based on
the detection of fusion from the changes in membrane fluorescence of
diffraction-limited spots, either from vesicles (mainly LUVs or SUVs) fusing
to a flat membrane patch, or to other vesicles. These methods provide infor-
mation about a vast range of parameters and enable fine spatial and temporal
control of the fusion reaction. However, the membrane changes incurring
from fusion are not directly detected and, in general, it is not possible to
directly manipulate these vesicles and assess their state. With the merge of
two membrane compartments, membrane fusion inevitably involves
changes in membrane area and compartment volume [22]. Cells control
the excess area of their membranes by the balance between membrane
fusion and its opposite counterpart fission [93]. When membrane reservoirs
(e.g. membrane stored in wrinkles and folds) are depleted, extra membrane
can be mobilized to the plasma membrane by insertion from inner stores via
exocytosis as observed upon the engulfment of large particles [94]. These
local processes have global implications in the whole cell. In addition to ten-
sion, other mechanical parameters are known to be important in the course
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of fusion, such as spontaneous curvature, and membrane fluidity. Therefore,
studying fusion using membranes large enough to be visualized and that are
amenable to mechanical manipulation can potentially increase the range of
parameters that can be studied upon membrane fusion.

Giant unilamellar vesicles are an excellent model system to study mem-
brane fusion. While their large size allows fusion to be directly observed un-
der the microscope using very similar approaches used for small vesicles, they
are also amenable to mechanical manipulation [33,34]. On the one hand,
direct GUV observation has the potential to not only unravel different
fusion intermediates and to resolve kinetics and dynamics of fusion that
are afforded using small vesicles, but also to follow the local morphology
of membranes and the global transformations of the whole vesicle as mem-
branes fuse. On the other hand, direct manipulation of vesicles can provide
information about the mechanical changes associated with fusion, such as
changes in tension or elasticity. It is also possible to directly manipulate ves-
icles and study how fusion is regulated by membrane mechanics. In this sec-
tion, we divide the use of GUVs as a model fusion system into two
categories: (i) fusion between two GUVs and (ii) fusion between small ves-
icles and GUVs. As we shall see below, there are differences in either system
that will make them more suitable for specific purposes.

5.3.1 GUV-GUV fusion
The fusion of GUVs to other GUVs have been speculated since the first re-
ports of GUV formation more than 30 years ago [95]. It has been demon-
strated that GUVs fuse as they form, and this has been hypothesized as one of
the main mechanisms for vesicle growth [34,96,97]. Because membrane
fusion is associated with a high energy barrier and therefore occurs with a
very low rate [5], a number of approaches have been explored to induce
GUV-GUV fusion, including the use of multivalent ions [98], ligand-medi-
ated [99e101], peptide and SNARE-induced fusion [102,103], opposite
charge [104,105], electrofusion [106], fusion initiated by optically heating
nanoparticles [107,108] (see also Table 2 in Ref. [109] for a literature over-
view on electrofusion and laser-mediated fusion of vesicles and cells); some
of these approaches will be discussed in more detail below.

When two GUVs fuse, it is possible to see the merging and mixing of
their lipids and aqueous contents (see Fig. 5), which is only indirectly probed
when using small vesicles. Two GUVs, from the same or different popula-
tions reconstituted with lipid dyes of different colors, can be brought into
contact with the help of an alternating electric field i.e. dielectrophoresis



Fig.5 Lipid and content mixing in GUV-GUV fusion. Prior to fusion, the vesicles are
brought in contact and aligned using AC electric field in (A), micropipette manipulation
in (B), and optical trapping in (C). Fusion is triggered by an electric pulse (A, B) or nano-
particle optical heating (C). The field direction is indicated with an arrow. (A) Confocal
scans of vesicles with similar membrane composition except for the lipid label, encap-
sulating 0.3 mM Na2S (red) and 0.3 mM CdCl2 (green) undergoing fusion. After fusion,
fluorescence from the product (CdS quantum-dot-like nanoparticles) is detected in the
interior of the fused vesicle. The fluorescence signal from the two membranes mixes
over time. The time after applying the pulse is indicated on the micrographs. The scale
bar is 20 mm. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [116]. Copyright John Wiley and
Sons. (B) Electrofusion of vesicles with different membrane composition as observed
with phase-contrast overlaid with confocal cross sections (first two images) and
confocal 3D projection (last two images). After application of an electric pulse
(250 kV/m, 100 ms) the vesicles fuse to form a three-component vesicle in the single-
phase region of the phase diagram of this lipid mixture. The lipids mix quickly after the
fusion, as shown in the last two images. The scale bars correspond to 20 mm. Reprinted
from Ref. [113], Copyright (2013), with permission from Elsevier. (C) Confocal images of
the fusion process of two GUVs, one of which contains only a sucrose solution, the other
sucrose mixed with calcein (green). The scale bar is 10 mm. Intensity emitted by calcein
in the two boxed regions in the first image, red trace (from red box) is from a region that
starts out being inside the calcein-containing vesicle, blue trace (from blue box) is from
a region that starts out being in the empty vesicle. Approximately w0.3e0.5 s after
fusion the calcein intensity distribution is uniform within the fused GUV. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [107]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
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[106,110] (see also Chapter 15 by Dimova and Riske in Ref. [34]), by
applying a flow and immobilizing them in microfluidic traps [111], optical
trapping [107], micropipette manipulation [112,113]. A content marker
can be encapsulated in one of the populations to check for full fusion
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(Fig. 5C). When two GUVs fuse, it is possible to directly observe the fusion
of their membranes and mixing of their internal contents. At the end of the
experiment, the fused GUV is larger, intact and some membrane excess is
often stored as internal or external structures such as buds and tubes. There-
fore, by using GUVs, it is possible to observe fusion and the morphological
transformations associated.

Since reconstituting fusion proteins in GUVs is challenging, most fusion
experiments have been carried out using other fusogens. Already 20 years
ago, MacDonald and coworkers used electrically charged GUVs to induce
membrane fusion [104,105]. They showed that GUVs dock at low mem-
brane charge and this does not result in vesicle leakage. Increasing charge
leads to hemifusion and the exchange of lipids in the outer leaflet among
the (hemi)fused GUVs, and this is the end state of fusion. As expected
from the stalk hypothesis, cone-shape lipids were observed to favor hemifu-
sion. Further increasing the charge led to full fusion. Similarly to fusion with
small vesicles, GUV-GUV fusion was shown to be very fast (<33 ms).
Interestingly, the fully fused GUVs seemed not much bigger than the two
individual vesicles before fusion, but they do display bright fluorescent
buds. Hence the gained area via fusion is stored as curved structures.

Membrane fusion intermediates that precede fusion have been observed
using GUVs. Sun et al. used hemifused GUVs to study the energy of adhe-
sion and hemifusion of membranes [114]. GUVs adhesion and hemifusion
was induced by lowering pH, polymer osmotic depletion or lipid cross-
bridging using cationic peptides. Hemifusion was confirmed from the
exchange of lipids from the outer leaflet only without content mixing
(Fig. 6A). From the shape of the hemifused GUVs and the length of the
adhesion area and the membrane tension assessed with the help of micropi-
pette aspiration (Fig. 6B), they determine the adhesion energy for weakly
and strongly interacting membranes, which can vary by two orders of
magnitude. Using DNA-functionalized lipids, Heuvingh et al. detected
mainly adhesion and hemifusion between two GUVs, but also full fusion
[100]. As observed with small vesicles, DNA-mediated interactions result
in low degree of full fusion, with only w5% of the vesicle pairs fully fusing.
The hemifusion diaphragm has also been observed in more biologically-
relevant context. In the presence of divalent cations, GUVs containing
the transmembrane domains of fusion peptides (TMDs) were made to
adhere and (hemi)fuse with non-functionalized GUVs [51]. Hemifusion
was observed as lipid depletion in the adhesion zone and exchange of outer
leaflet lipids (Fig. 6C). After hemifusion, the dye redistributes into the
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Fig.6 GUV-GUV hemifusion. (A) Two GUVs aspirated micropipettes are induced to
interact in the presence of PEG and at pH 4; (i) phase contrast image, (ii, iii) epifluores-
cence signal. Hemifusion is observed as the exchange of lipid (iii) without content mix-
ing (ii). (B) Hemifusion induced by an HIV peptide: (i) before introducing the peptide the
vesicles do not adhere, and after the peptide is introduced (ii, iii) adhesion is observed.
The vesicle tension, controlled by the micropipette aspiration, modulates the area of
the adhesion zone. Note that the increase in aspirating pressure (observed as an in-
crease in the projected area inside the pipette) decreases the size of the adhered re-
gion. Scale bars in (A, B) correspond to 25 mm. (A) and (B) are reprinted from
Ref. [114], Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier. (C) Hemifused GUVs as
observed by lipid exchange (green) from one vesicle to the other (i). The transmem-
brane peptide that spans both bilayers (red) does not redistribute to the membrane
of the left GUV in (ii). Reprinted from Ref. [51], Copyright (2010), with permission
from Elsevier.
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hemifused vesicles, see Fig. 6C(i). Since the transmembrane peptides span
both leaflets, they do not redistribute into the hemifusion diaphragm, see
Fig. 6C(ii).

Single (small) vesicle studies have demonstrated in many instances that
membrane fusion is a very fast process. Using optical microscopy and
high-speed imaging, Haluska et al. fused two individual GUVs to charac-
terize the speed of membrane fusion and the expansion of the pore fusion
neck [101]. Fusion was induced either by ligand-receptor interactions or
electroporation. The authors showed that the opening of the fusion neck
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is extremely fast, in the order of cm/s. With this speed, the formation of the
neck occurs in nanoseconds. Fusion pore neck expansion displays two ki-
netic regimes, fast opening in the order of ms that is driven by membrane
tension, and, at a later stage, a slower one (in the order of seconds) that is
related to the displacement of the fluid inside and around the vesicles and
to the membrane elasticity. For small vesicles, only the former is relevant.
Fusion results in the increase in vesicle area, and the excess of membrane
acquired during fusion can result in both membrane fluctuations and the for-
mation buds. GUV fusion can also be used in biotechnology. The mixing of
the membranes can create vesicles with controlled membrane compositions
[106,113], whereas mixing of aqueous volumes can be used for the
controlled synthesis of nanoparticles inside GUVs microreactors [115,116],
as shown also in Fig. 5. GUVs have been also successfully fused with cells,
see e.g. Refs. [108,110,112,117,118], and plasma membrane derived vesicles
[109].

5.3.2 Small vesicle-GUV fusion
At the molecular scale, fusion of two membranes should be independent of
their sizes, except that the highly curved membranes of small vesicles (i.e.
SUVs or LUVs) display two features important in the context of fusion:
they can be tense due to curvature stress and they display an asymmetry
in the number of lipids on their leaflets, with more lipids in their outer
leaflet. It is possible to study the effects of membrane curvature, by fusing
LUVs of different sizes with GUVs. The fusion of SUVs or LUVs with
GUVs mimics the topology of intracellular vesicles fusing with the plasma
membrane. Small vesicle-GUV fusion assays are easier to perform since
the small vesicles can reach the GUVs by simple diffusion, without the
need of external manipulation to bring them in contact. Thus, the fusion
of many small vesicles with a single GUV is straightforward. In fact, here
fusion efficiency can be assessed from estimating the number of fusing small
vesicles offering higher statistics, which is not feasible with the low
throughput GUV-GUV fusion assay.

The role of SNARE proteins on LUV-GUV fusion was studied by
Witkowska and Jahn [119]. SNARE proteins reconstituted in GUVs were
mobile. Fusion of small vesicles containing synaptobrevin, or the fusion of
chromafin granules purified from bovine adrenal granules with GUVs con-
taining complementary t-SNAREs was probed by acceptor photobleaching
FRET e bleaching of acceptor dyes transferred from the LUVs increased
donor fluorescence. Content mixing using self-quenching concentration
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of calcein was also tested. However, from the images, it is not very clear
whether the content was transferred from the LUVs to the GUVs (presum-
ably, the dye in excess was not removed), and it was not demonstrated that
fusion proceeds leakage-free (which could defile the content mixing signal).
Fusion efficiency was presumably very low judging from the weak lipid
transfer and this should be a consequence of the very low docking observed.
The results are somehow in agreement with data from bulk and single-
vesicle experiments, in which SNAREs alone are not very fusogenic. Other
studies also showed that fusion with SNAREs only increases with an increase
in GUV tension, similarly to observations on PSMs [46] as discussed above.
There is also a threshold in GUV tension, above which fusion is promoted
and stabilized. These experiments are important because fusion takes place
with the free-standing membranes of the GUVs, although the GUV vesicles
are strongly adhered to a surface. It was, nevertheless, not possible to truly
quantify fusion efficiency since the measurements are based on relative
changes in fluorescence.

In order to investigate the role of accessory fusion proteins, Tareste et al.
studied the fusion of LUVs (w100 nm) and GUVs using SNARE proteins
in the absence and presence of Munc18 [103]. In cells, v-SNAREs are pre-
sent in the small vesicles, whereas t-SNAREs are present in the plasma
membrane [41]. In the employed assay, the SNARE topological distribution
was the opposite, possibly due to technical issues. v-SNARE proteins
reconstituted in the GUVs were shown to undergo free diffusion, which
is presumably required for fusion. Soluble t-SNARE proteins bound
v-SNARE in the GUV membrane, and binding was enhanced in the pres-
ence of Munc18. By observing GUVs, it was possible to detect single small
vesicles docking to the GUV surface and fusing. Fusion was probed by trans-
fer of lipids from the LUVs to the GUVs. LUVs fused with the GUVs, and
fusion was enhanced byMunc18 as a consequence of increased binding, thus
again suggesting that docking is the rate-limiting step. From a calibration
curve with increasing lipid dye concentration, fluorescence intensity in
the membrane was measures as a function of dye signal. The measured in-
tensity in the GUVs after fusion with small vesicles was used to calculate
the number of vesicles that had fused, and thus, the true fusion efficiency
could be measured. Fusion efficiency is shown to increase with incubation
time, and efficiency increases with Munc18 concentration. In the most
efficient conditions, 10e40 LUVs fuse with a single GUV of 10 mm in
diameter. Reliable fusion of SNARE proteins and GUVs using content
mixing has not yet been demonstrated.
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Membrane fusion involves large structural rearrangements of the lipid
bilayer. These rearrangements are inhibited in more rigid membranes,
such as those rich in cholesterol [6,7]. Yet, the fusion of HIV viruses to
cellular membranes is promoted by cholesterol (Chol). This apparent
contradiction was reconciled by Yang et al., who showed that virus-like
particles bind preferentially the lipid domain interface in phase-separated,
Chol-rich membranes [120]. The affinity for the domain interface is a gen-
eral process as it was observed with supported lipid bilayers, GUVs and ves-
icles derived from living cells, but specific to HIV-like virus [121]. In SLB,
particle binding to the domain interface also promoted hemi- and full
fusion, although fusion with GUVs was rather inefficient. Later, the same
team demonstrated that the increased affinity for the domain interface is
related to the domain line tension, the energy penalty of frustrating lipids
at the domain interface due to hydrophobic mismatch [122]. Using SLB
(but not GUVs), they showed that membrane fusion (content mixing) is a
linear function of line tension. Their observations are very important and
rather general, demonstrating that the hydrophobic mismatch, but not the
lipid type, is important for virus binding and fusion.

Other membrane material properties are also important for membrane
fusion and fusion intermediates. Recent high-resolution cryoelectron
microscopy studies revealed a new intermediate on the pathway to fusion.
In the stalk hypothesis, a single bilayer is formed from the contact of the
distal monolayers of the opposing membranes, where the fusion pore is
formed [7]. In this case, full fusion occurs with no leakage of their contents.
However, recent experimental evidence from small vesicles showed that
the membrane may rupture forming a pore “outside” the hemifusion dia-
phragm, and these pores were shown to be stable, leading to the leakage of
membrane contents [123]. Haldar et al. studied the role of membrane spon-
taneous curvature on membrane rupture followed by fusion [124]. They
used lipid-labeled influenza virus-like particles incubated with GUVs in
the presence of a solution containing a small water-soluble probe. Mem-
brane fusion was detected from the transfer of fluorescence lipids from
the LUVs to the GUVs, whereas GUV pores were detected as the entry
of a water-soluble dye present (in the medium) into the GUVs. They found
that the fraction of porated GUVs depends on membrane curvature, and
this is a universal behavior that is independent of the specific membrane
composition. Membranes containing lipids at different fractions but similar
overall (negative) curvature displayed a similar fraction of permeable
vesicles.
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The above reports mimic membrane fusion using fusion proteins of vi-
rus and virus-like particles, but fusion efficiency in all cases is very low.
Other non-natural fusogens can be used to boost fusion. Trier et al. used
pH-sensitive liposomes containing the negatively charge lipid oleic acid
(OA) and the negatively curved lipid DOPE (dioleoylphosphatidyletha-
nolamine) [125]. These liposomes are stable at high pH, but neutralization
of OA at acidic pH destabilizes the vesicles. OA:DOPE liposomes were
induced to fuse with neutral and positively charged GUVs. Small liposomes
contained a FRET acceptor membrane dye, whereas the GUVs contained
a donor FRET dye, and fusion (lipid mixing) was detected by FRET.
Alternatively, the liposomes were also prepared with encapsulated calcein
at a self-quenching concentration to detect full-fusion (content mixing). At
pH 9.5, the LUVs neither docked nor fused with the GUVs, whereas at pH
6.1, extensive fusion was observed (Fig. 7A,B). In a separate experiment,
(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig.7 pH-mediated membrane fusion. OA:DOPE LUVs fuse with positively-charged
GUVs (see main text for details). (A) Direct GUV excitation (left) and FRET (right) show
that LUV lipids were transferred to the GUVs via membrane fusion. (B) Direct excitation
of both GUV (left) and LUV lipids (right), to allow identification of LUVs. (C) Full fusion
(content mixing) at low but not high pH is demonstrated with calcein signal (green)
encapsulated in the LUVs and transferred to the GUV interior. Adapted from
Ref. [125] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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content mixing is also observed for these conditions (Fig. 7C). Membrane
fusion was charge-dependent, and LUV incubation with neutral GUVs at
lower pH did not lead to fusion. Efficiency was assessed from calibration
curves for the lipid and content dyes. Both methods produced very consis-
tent results, with w800 LUVs fusing with a GUV of 10 mm in diameter,
thus two order of magnitude higher than when fusion is induced by
SNARE proteins. Charge-mediated membrane fusion was used by Biner
et al. to deliver proteins from LUVs-reconstituted membrane to GUVs
[126]. The proton pump bo3 oxidase and the ATP-producing ATP-syn-
thase were efficiently reconstituted into GUVs upon fusion-mediated
delivery and demonstrated to be active. The method is rather general
and other proteins can be included, although their activity needs to be
tested individually. Protein reconstitution into GUVs after fusion with
protein-containing LUVs have also been demonstrated after peptide-
induced fusion [102,127], and the transferred proteins were also shown
to be functional. Thus, high fusion efficiency can be achieved using syn-
thetic fusogens and this can have a large impact in biotechnological
applications.

More recently, we have thoroughly characterized fusion of charged
LUVs and GUVs [128]. Positively charged LUVs with fusogenic properties
[129,130] were incubated with GUVs of increasing charge density. GUV
charge was controlled by increasing the fraction of charged lipids from
0 to 100 mol%. GUVs were initially green (false color) and LUVs were
red, and fusion was detected by the changes in GUV color. In agreement
with GUV-GUV fusion, LUVs dock and hemifuse with GUVs when the
GUV surface charge is low (Fig. 8A). The large number of hemifused
LUVs results in asymmetric transfer of lipids to the outer leaflet of the
GUVs versus no lipid contributed to the inner leaflet. This gives rise to
stretching of the inner leaflet and frustration of the membrane, that even-
tually leads to GUV rupture. In contrast, LUVs fuse very efficiently with
more negatively charged GUVs (Fig. 8B). Efficient fusion results in change
in color from green to red and a very large increase in GUV area, observed
by increased fluctuations. When too many LUVs fuse, GUV fluctuations
are suppressed and the gained area is stored in the formed outward struc-
tures such as buds and tubes (Fig. 8B). Because fusion is shown to be
leakage-free, the LUVs area asymmetry is attributed to the GUVs, and
the excess of lipids in the outer leaflets gives rise to non-negligible sponta-
neous tension originating from the spontaneous curvature. As demonstrated



Fig.8 Highly efficient charge-mediated membrane LUV-GUV fusion. (A) Docking of
LUVs (red) to a GUV (green) at low GUV charge. (B) At high GUV charge, fusion is
very efficient and results in changing the GUV color and increasing its area (excess
are is stored in the form of curved structures). (C) Fusion efficiency increases with
increase in the fraction of the charged lipid in the GUV (POPG, palmitoylphosphatigy-
glycerol). The mole fraction of POPG is indicated above the images. The numbers indi-
cated on the confocal cross sections correspond to the measured FRET values. (D) FRET
signal as a function of POPG fraction as measured by intensity (open circles) and
lifetime-based FRET (solid circles). Reprinted from Ref. [128], Copyright (2019), with
permission from Elsevier.
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in other studies [131,132], weak alternating electric fields can be applied to
pull and assess the excess area in early stages of fusion (or alternatively at
lower LUV concentration), but it is unable to pull the area stored in tubes,
demonstrating significant tension. The observations above are very impor-
tant as the type of interaction (i.e. hemifusion or full fusion) can be inferred
from the changes in GUV morphology. From a FRET calibration curve, it
is possible to quantify the true fusion efficiency, which was converted into
number of lipids transferred to a single GUV. For large enough GUVs, over
a hundred thousand LUVs can be fused, which represents the most efficient
fusion system ever reported. From the FRET calibration, we were able to
determine of GUV final composition at the single vesicle level. Fusion oc-
curs until the charges are saturated. Presumably, this is also the case with
fusogenic molecules, in which the exhaustion of the fusogen will stop
the fusion reaction. Microfluidics experiments permitted real-time observa-
tions of a GUV fusing with many LUVs, and the kinetics of fusion could be
directly assessed.
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6. Conclusions

In this review, we have provided a concise description of the main
membrane model systems (submicron liposomes, giant unilamellar vesicles
and supported lipid bilayers) and the main assays actively employed in inves-
tigating fusion processes. The different methods provide different informa-
tion that is often complementary and they vary in their complexity. The
review is meant as an introduction for newcomers, but also contains critical
remarks for experienced researches in the field of membrane fusion, empha-
sizing the main properties but also some drawbacks of the model systems and
of the experimental assay. For example, the imprecize and often very
different definition of fusion efficiency in bulk methods hinders direct com-
parison with assays where single fusion events can be detected, and hence,
the effects of fusogens on membrane fusion is more difficult to compare.
We have also reviewed major finding in the literature obtained from these
models and assays regarding the mechanisms of fusion, the role of individual
proteins and regulatory mechanisms, as well as physical properties of mem-
brane that govern it. The assays described here have proven extremely valu-
able in revealing the molecular and biophysical features and determinants
regulating fusion. Combined, they permit the collection of mechanistic, ki-
netic, morphological and mechanical data down to the level of a single inter-
acting fusion partner under well-defined and controlled conditions.
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